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PSYCHOTROPIC HOUSE
part 01: a pre-cog plug-in house 

The psychotropic house can only feel whole if it can 
host people. It’s previous inhabitants have left and it 
is out to search for new ones. 

The house starts off as a fixed core with an extendable 
robotic construction arm attached to its roof. The service 
core contains standard infrastrcutiral ammenities. Before 
any viable new inhabitant is found the house needs to be 
pre-cognitive about what it can offer. It needs to predict 
and make certain decisions so it can acquire the necessary 
components fro itself. In order to prepare as much as 
possible for its new inhabitants it goes on a search based on 
Big Data it can gather from people looking for new homes.

The aim is to first assess whether it has any left-over 
components from it’s previous inhabitants. If so how 
compatible with the previous inhabitants are the new 
ones. If it finds ones that are fully compatible it can start 
by keeping all left-over components or look for ones that 
were the same as those previously. If they are somewhat 
similar then it will disconnect the incompatible spaces/
components so they can be donated to a house that needs 
then. In turn it will look for a donor of components that 
might be compatible. 

If none of the previous inhabitants requirements are 
shared with the new ones then it will strip itself back to 

Searching for People
The House feels empty and 
wants to look for new people 
to host

it’s most reduced form (like body would be just a torso with 
a head - a spine with a brain etc.) and start looking, afresh 
for components to meet the inhabitant requirements (‘libs’ 
and ‘organs’).  

Hence the house is preparing a base for itself before the 
new inhabitant even arrives. Then once it’s construction 
arm customises connections around it’s core to attach 
the new rooms being imported/donated, it grows itself 
programmaticly. From then on it is a matter of co-evolution 
with the new inhabitant, for as long as they choose to stay 
before they leave and a new inhabitant needs to be found. 

PRE - COG

PLUG-IN

CO-EVOLVE PLUG-OUT
Compatible 

with previous 
inhabitants’ 

inputs?

YES

NO

The House is reduced to 
a service core awaiting 
customised plug-ins

What plug-
ins to add? 

Can re-use all previous 
plug-in components as 
a base if they were left 
in place.

Fully Compatible

Only some componetns 
match previous 
inhabitant’s profile.

Partially Compatible

Have the input 
parameters 

changed over 
time?

ALL

SOME

NONE

Un-plugged House

YES

NO BOTH

Facebook
Twitter
Instagram
LinkedIn
Retail sites (Amazon 
etc), Other Blogs

Digital Profiling

To Big Data 
or Not To Big 

Data?

Wheight
Height
Age
other Health params

Physical Profiling

Find your People
The House is linked to a 
network of property search 
where it can look for it’s own 
potential inhabitans

Wait to be found
The House decides it wants 
to be surprised and not pre-
cognitive. 

Openness (new expiriences)
Concscientiousness (perfection)
Extroversion (outwardness)
Agreeableness (cooperativeness)
Neuroticism (degree of being upset)

Number 
of People

Cambridge Analytica Measures

high
low

- room size
- bedroom number
- WC number
- dining/living capacity

no. doors to outside

material quality & donated vs. 
tailored plug-ins/spaces

perforation (no. of windows), 
degree of open plan living

location - urban/rural 
and neighbours

spatial divisons 
(privacy)

Program/Use

The House searches other Houses 
that may have compatible parts to 
give away

Search for Donors

Some or all spaces may not match 
any donor and require constructing 
from scratch.

Custom Spaces

The House may need to obtain 
customised joints/connections for 
new ‘limbs’ to plug-in

Customised Joints

BECOME DONOR

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO



Order 
components YES

NO

YES

NO
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PSYCHOTROPIC HOUSE
part 02: changed input - what if the house has an avatar?

The current inhabitants want to move their new 
psychotropic house to the telescape: a site on screen 
- and create a fictional version of the house online. 

The inhabitants want to build an avatar (or multiple 
avatars) of their psychotropic house; a fictional digital 
version that can evolve beyond material and physical 
limitations. 

The house is 3D scanned or captured through 
photogrammetry techniques. It’s uploaded design feeds into 
the ‘tailored’ donor network where it can be downloaded 
elsewhere and psychically rebuilt for other users that may 
find it’s plug-ins compatible. 

Meanwhile it co-evolves with the experimental inputs of 
it’s physical inhabitants. The digital version can add plug-
ins related to filmic locations the inhabitants want to 
experience, and expand spatially in more directions than 
merely laterally. 

The house gains it’s own online profile which feedback to 
its physical appearance. Where changes can be physically 
replicated or specific plug-ins looked for the house can 
customise it’s appearance and functions based on new 
parameters beyond those of the habits and characteristics 
of its inhabitants. 

The house can also use it’s avatar to create different 
simulations of fictional or real scenarios that the house 
may go through such as environmental ore energy related. 

It can then adjust it’s performance in its physical state 
and search for the optimum components to improve its 
condition. For example it can become pre-cognitive about 
meteorogical changes or extreme weather and simulate 
what parts its phsyical version would require.

The house can therefore tele-customise itself.

Open Source 
Designer input

Internet Simulation
3d scan / photogrammetry 
used to create 3d model of 
current state of house. 

PRE - COG PLUG-IN FICTIONAL

Energy Usage
Seasonal Change
Extreme Weather 
(heat, cold, wind, 
stroms etc)
Foreign Climate
Moon (alien)

Weather/Location

Environmental Input
The House uses it’s avatar 
to simulate different 
envrionmental conditions 
and adjust accordingly. 

Aesthetic Input
The House draws from 
inhabitant aspirations 
(films, beliefs etc.) to modify 
it’s profile online. 

Film/drama
Inhabitant leisure
Relgious/Political 
beliefs
Inhabitant’s aesthetic 
aspirations

Cultural Response

PLUG-IN FACTUAL

Design new 
plug-ins?

Pre-designed 
web content

Can grow in different gravity with 
vaccum-resistant material finishes 
required etc. Highly unlikely 
to become a real scenario for 
inhabitants. Remains digital. 

Moon House

Some rooms, even entire fictional 
interios from filmic sets can be 
plugged into the avatar house 
drawing from the inhabitants 
personal favourites.

Film Sets

Material/skin perforation
Natural Ventilation
Adequate shading over main 
openings. 
Insulation for coolth during day

Extreme Heatwave

The House can use the new car’s 
specifications and prsent viable 
garage options on its avatar for the 
inhabitants to customise.  

Garage for new car

Unrealisable 
Outputs

Realisable
Outputs

May take storage meory for model 
or take up leisure time from 
inhabitants to enjoy as well as fuel 
an industry of online designers for 
fcitional house plug-in scenarios

Physical Consequnces

Perhaps plug-ins could be donated/
exchanged as part of a temporary 
program for seasonal weather 
extremes between donor houses? 

Replace - add plug-ins 

Plug-in exchange for environmental 
adaption occurs by adding them to 
the online library and simulating 
their performance on other house 
avatars.

Temp Plug-ins to be donateed
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plug-in - customised donations


